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 What is a work accident/injury? A work accident/injury is an event that happens as a result of a 
violent cause and during work, which causes a physical injury or illness/disease that requires 
absence from work. 

 What is prevention? Prevention is the set of provisions or measures necessary, also according to 
the peculiarities of the job, expertise and technique, to avoid or lower professional risks in 
compliance with public health and integrity of the environment. 

This is foreseen by the final text of the new Green pass decree, stamped and signed by the head of 
state. Compared to the drafts, any difference in treatment between public and private employees is 
eliminated and the suspension is no longer triggered, but for all from the first day of absence "no 
salary or other remuneration or emolument is due". 

For companies with less than fifteen employees, for those without a Green Pass, after the fifth day of 
unjustified absence, the employer has the right to suspend and temporarily replace the worker for a 
maximum period of ten days, renewable once, without prejudice to the deadline of 31 December 
2021. 

What is it? Legislative Decree no. 81 of 2008, integrated with decree no. 106 of 2009 which carries 
amendments and additions , is the most recent regulatory reference with regards to workplace health 
and safety. 

Green pass mandatory also for magistrates. "From October 15, 2021 and until December 31, 202 
ordinary, administrative, accounting and military magistrates, the members of the tax commissions 
cannot access the judicial offices where they carry out their work if they do not possess and, upon 
request, do not exhibit the certification green". 

In order to adapt regulations to the evolution of technical standards and of work organisational 
systems. Legislative Decree no. 81/2008 is addressed to all types of work and businesses, public 
and private ones, and aims to involve all roles present within a company or organisation. No one 
should be uninterested in the topic of workplace safety! 

 Which are the main roles? Based on Legislative Decree 81/2008, workplace health & safety is the 
result of  multiple actions, carried out by multiple corporate entities, including workers, in the context 
of the corporate organisation. The main roles in the corporate prevention system are: Employer, 
Manager, Supervisor, RSPP (Health & Safety officer), ASPP (Health & Safety supervisor), 
Occupational doctor (MC), RLS (employees' safety representative), First Aid officers, Fire Prevention 
officers, Workers 

Again with the decree signed yesterday, a single toll-free number was also established, 1500, for 
information of public utility relating to the Covid 19 green certificate. The decree, in fact, abolishes 
the dichotomy between the number 800 91 24 91, for the '' technical assistance for the acquisition of 
green certificates, and 1500, relating to information on health aspects and the issue of the authcode. 

Manager: the person who, due to the professional duties and hierarchical and functional powers 
suited to the nature of the role assigned, implements the employer's directives by organising the 
work activity and supervising it. 

Today it is able to serve 2,500 calls per day against an average demand of approximately 15,000 
unique callers per day (up to 70,000 calls attempted per day). At the current stage, the existing 
contract consumes 100,000 euro / month and will be exhausted on 30 September 2021; most of the 
support requests processed by the 1500 service and by the 800 91 24 91 service concern data entry 
problems by the regions for which the call center 800 91 24 91 is unable to intervene. 

First Aid officers: workers appointed with implementing first aid and rescue measures and, in any 
case, with managing an emergency; they are appointed by the employer 

Worker: the person who, regardless of their type of contract, works within the organisation of a public 
or private employer, with or without payment, even if only to learn a profession, an art or a trade, 
excluding those assigned to household and family services.   

Observe the provisions and the instructions imparted by the employer, directors and managers, for 
the purposes to the collective and individual protection; 

Meanwhile the emergency assistance is the “intervention realized by medical personnel trained for 
this task ”, which they are normally in organized structures for that purpose, equipped with 
infrastructure and spaces specifically dedicated 

Signaling the First Aid alarms In case of a medical emergency signaling, every worker must contact 
the first aid employee, following the procedures as indicated: - It goes immediately on the place of 
the event, taking the first aid kit a the closest point to the accident 

 


